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Abstract Background: Assessment of severity of the disease in community-acquired pneumonia

(CAP) is very important to decide the site of care. The conventional CURB-65 score is composed

of five separate elements namely, Confusion, Uremia, Respiratory rate, BP, and age P65 years.

These elements could be calculated electronically. The electronic CURB (eCURB) utilizes the 5

CURB-65 data elements as continuous, weighted variables. The aim of this study was to evaluate

the performance of eCURB elements in predicting in-hospital mortality and ICU admission in

comparison to the conventional CURB-65.

Material and methods: This study was conducted upon 134 adult patients diagnosed as CAP and

confirmed by radiographic findings, admitted to chest department, Assiut University Hospital,

Egypt. The CURB-65 elements were retrospectively extracted from the medical records. The

eCURB variables were introduced to electronically calculate the risk using the Excel appendix

model (provided by Prof. Nanthan Dean, University of Utah, Salt Lake city, USA) and its predictive

values and area under the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve were compared with the

conventional CURB-65 in predicting in-hospital mortality and the need for ICU admission.

Results: The study revealed that the conventional CURB-65 score could predict in-hospital mor-

tality with an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.81 and the need for ICU admission with an AUC of

0.87. Using the eCURB-65 elements proved to be superior to the conventional CURB-65 in predict-

ing in-hospital mortality with cut off point >7.5 and an AUC of 0.83 (P < 0.0001). Also, eCURB

was better than conventional CURB-65 in predicting ICU admission with cut off point >3.8 and

an AUC of 0.89 (P < 0.0001).
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Conclusions: Using the eCURB proved to be a valuable tool in predicting in-hospital mortality

and ICU admission in patients with CAP with a significant superiority over conventional CURB-65

in both variables. Further prospective studies on a larger cohort are recommended.

ª 2012 The Egyptian Society of Chest Diseases and Tuberculosis. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.

Introduction

The outcome of CAP is extremely variable and depends upon
the affected host’s response, the underlying pathogen, and the
treatment delivered. Assessment of severity of the patient’s dis-
ease is very important to decide the site of care in CAP patients

[4,5]. However; this decision could be variable according to the
need for hospital admission [1]. Therefore, accurate severity
assessment during initial management is critical.

Two severity assessment tools have become widely used by
clinicians and approved for use by the ATS guidelines [1] to
help distinguish high-risk patients who require inpatient man-

agement from those able to thrive with outpatient manage-
ment. The first one is the pneumonia severity index (PSI)
developed by Fine and colleagues [2] is a prognostic model that
calculates a severity-of-illness score based on 20 separate pa-

tient characteristics, including underlying co-morbidities. The
second one is the CURB-65 score that is composed of five sep-
arate elements: Confusion, Uremia, Respiratory rate, BP, and

age P65 years [3]. Although the PSI has been shown to be
slightly more accurate at predicting outcome [4], CURB-65 is
simpler to use. Additionally, all elements of the CURB-65

are routinely entered into the medical record, making it
possible to generate an electronic mortality prediction for each
patient at the point of care.

CURB-65 attributes a point to each criterion in an equally
weighted fashion. However, excluding confusion, CURB-65
elements are actually continuous variables that may not be
of equal predictive value. In other words, a systolic blood pres-

sure of 85 mmHg is not like 70 mmHg although both are less
than 90 mmHg and would be evaluated the same by the con-
ventional CURB-65. So, the CURB-65 may be more accurate

if calculated with continuous and weighted variables in the
e-CURB model [5]. Instead of a severity score, a computer
could generate an individualized mortality risk estimate using

data elements from the electronic medical record. Generating

an automated, accurate mortality estimate immediately avail-
able to providers could improve severity assessment and thus

improve care [5]. The aim of this study was to validate the
accuracy of the new, electronic version of CURB-65 (eCURB)
to predict ICU admission and in-hospital mortality compared

to conventional CURB-65.

Material and methods

The study was conducted upon 134 patients diagnosed
with CAP attending chest department of Assiut University
Hospital; a tertiary care teaching university hospital. Retro-

spective analysis of data from the electronic medical record
was done to identify all adult patients with CAP from August
2010 to December 2011. All patients must have radiographic
evidence of CAP otherwise excluded. Patients diagnosed with

aspiration pneumonia, having immuno-compromised condi-
tions, hematologic malignancies, and those meeting criteria
for health-care-associated pneumonia were all excluded from

the study. Vital signs, orientation status at presentation and
the routine laboratory results that were done within the first
12 h were extracted from the electronic medical record.

The conventional CURB-65 score was calculated and its
performance in predicting the need for ICU admission and
in-hospital deaths was evaluated. The methodology of the

eCURB required a specific value for blood urea nitrogen
(BUN). Also, the Systolic BP was used, as it was found to
be non-significantly better than using diastolic BP, and the lat-
ter did not add any additional predictive value [5]. The perfor-

mance of eCURB risk score in predicting ICU admission and
in-hospital mortality was calculated using an Excel appendix
model (lasso penalized logistic regression model) that was pro-

vided to us from the original developer of the scoring system
(Prof. Nanthan Dean from University of Utah, Salt Lake city,
USA, Personal communication with Dr. Mohamed Metwally,

ATS meeting, Denver 2011) Fig. 1.

Figure 1 The excel appendix model (lasso penalized logistic regression model) for calculation of eCURB risk.
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